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ABSTRACT

Power management is one of the key research challenges on
the path to exascale. Supercomputers today are designed to
be worst-case power provisioned, leading to two main prob-
lems — limited application performance and under-utilization
of procured power.

In this paper, we propose RMAP, a practical, low-overhead
resource manager targeted at future power-constrained clus-
ters. The goals for RMAP are to improve application per-
formance as well as system power utilization, and thus min-
imize the average turnaround time for all jobs. Within
RMAP, we design and analyze an adaptive policy, which
derives job-level power bounds in a fair-share manner and
supports overprovisioning and power-aware backfilling. Our
results show that our new policy increases system power uti-
lization while adhering to strict job-level power bounds and
leads to 31.2% (18.5% on average) and 53.8% (36.07% on
average) faster average turnaround time when compared to
worst-case provisioning and naive overprovisioning respec-
tively.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Department of Energy (DoE) has set an ambitious

target of achieving an exaflop under 20 MW. While procur-
ing this amount of power poses a problem, utilizing it effi-
ciently is an even bigger challenge. Supercomputers today
are typically targeted toward High Performance Linpack-
like applications [33] and designed to be worst-case pro-
visioned—all nodes in the system can run at peak power
simultaneously, and thus applications are allocated all the
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available power on a node. However, most real HPC appli-
cations do not utilize this allocated power per node, leading
to inefficient use of both nodes and power.

An example of this can be found by data we collected
on Vulcan (see Figure 1), which is a high-end BlueGene/Q
system located at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL). Vulcan is the ninth-fastest supercomputer in the
world, and has procured power of 2.4 MW. However, our
study shows that over a 16-month period, applications used
only 1.47 MW on average. The only exception was the burn-
in phase, which ran High Performance Linpack, as marked
in the figure. This under-utilization of power has many neg-
ative ramifications, such as the use of lower water temper-
ature than needed for cooling—which leads to additional
power wasted on water chillers.

Ideally, supercomputing centers should utilize the pro-
cured power fully to accomplish more useful science. Hard-
ware overprovisioning (or overprovisioning, for short) has
been recently proposed as an alternative approach for de-
signing power-limited supercomputers and improving perfor-
mance [32,36]. The basic idea is to buy more compute capac-
ity (nodes) than can be fully powered under the power con-
straint, and then reconfigure the system dynamically based
on application characteristics such as scalability and mem-
ory intensity. Prior work has shown that on a dedicated
cluster system, overprovisioning can improve individual ap-
plication performance by up to 62% (32% on average) [32].

Initial research in the area has looked at managing re-
sources on overprovisioned systems by deploying Integer Lin-
ear Programming (ILP) techniques to maximize throughput
of data centers under a strict power budget [38]. While
this is an interesting study, the proposed algorithm is not
fair-share, and is not practical enough to be deployed on
a real HPC cluster. This is because each per-job schedul-
ing decision involves solving an NP-hard ILP formulation,
incurring a high scheduling overhead and limiting scalabil-
ity. Additionally, ILP-based algorithms may lead to low
resource utilization as well as resource fragmentation, both
of which are major concerns for high-end supercomputing
centers [13, 17, 18, 21]. While allowing jobs to be malleable
(change node counts to grow/shrink at runtime) might help
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Figure 1: Power Consumption on Vulcan

address some of these problems, less than 1% of scientific
HPC codes are expected to support malleability due to the
data migration, domain decomposition and scalability issues
involved.

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of
RMAP (Resource MAnager for Power), a practical resource
manager with minimal scheduling decision overhead (O(1))
that targets future power-constrained, overprovisioned sys-
tems. Within RMAP , we support the usage of job configura-
tions and implement novel power-aware scheduling policies.
The main focus of this paper is the design, implementation,
and comparison of three policies that are targeted at power-
constrained, hardware overprovisioned systems: a baseline
policy for safe execution under power bound, a naive policy
that uses overprovisioning, and an adaptive policy designed
to improve application performance by using overprovision-
ing in a power-aware manner. The goal of the latter strat-
egy is to provide faster job turnaround times as well as to
increase overall system resource utilization. We accomplish
this by introducing power-aware backfilling, a simple, greedy
algorithm that allows us to trade some performance benefits
of overprovisioning to utilize power better and to reduce job
queuing times.

We make the following contributions in this paper:

• We design two novel policies with overprovisioning for
which RMAP derives the job-level power bound based
on a “fair sharing” strategy. The first is called Naive,
in which the idea is to find the best configuration un-
der the derived job-level power bound. The second is
an adaptive policy, which uses power-aware backfilling
to optimize for average turnaround time as well as to
improve power utilization. We refer to this policy as
the Adaptive policy for the rest of this paper.

• We develop and validate a model to predict execution
time and total power consumption for a given applica-
tion configuration, in order to support overprovisioning
within RMAP . Our model uses less than 10% of the
data for training, and the average errors for both per-
formance and power prediction are under 10%.

• We demonstrate that the Adaptive policy leads to bet-

ter overall turnaround times, adjusts to different job
trace types and varying global power bounds, and im-
proves system power utilization. We also demonstrate
that by behaving altruistically and by allowing some
degradation in their execution time, users can get bet-
ter individual job turnaround times, and the system
can further improve both power utilization and aver-
age turnaround time.

In addition, we also implement a simple, baseline policy,
Traditional , that guarantees safe, correct execution under
a power-constraint for non-overprovisioned systems. The
Adaptive policy performs 18.5% better than the Traditional
policy and 36.1% better than the Naive policy in terms of
average per-job turnaround time. Notably, the Naive policy
actually performs worse than the Traditional policy, which
shows policies (such as our Adaptive policy) must be care-
fully designed in a power-constrained environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
motivates our work. Sections 3 to 5 present the design and
implementation of RMAP and our model. We discuss our
results in Sections 6 and 7. We describe related work in
Section 8 and summarize in Section 9.

2. MOTIVATION
In this section, we motivate the need for overprovisioning-

based scheduling.We first discuss power profiles of HPC ap-
plications and show that applications do not utilize the al-
located power efficiently. Then, we discuss hardware over-
provisioning.

2.1 HPC Application Power Profiles
In order to study HPC application power profiles, we se-

lected eight strongly-scaled, load-balanced, hybrid MPI +
OpenMP applications (described below) and gathered power
and performance data for these at 64 nodes on the Cab clus-
ter at LLNL. Cab is a 1,200-node, Intel Sandy Bridge server
cluster, with 2 sockets per node and 8 cores per socket. We
measured per-socket power with Intel’s Running Average
Power Limit (RAPL) technology [23, 35]. The maximum
power available on each socket was 115 W. Note that we
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Figure 2: Application Power Consumption

only measured socket power, as support to measure mem-
ory power was not available.

We used four real HPC applications for our study. These
include SPhot [27] from the ASC Purple suite [26], and BT-
MZ, SP-MZ and LU-MZ from the NAS suite [1]. SPhot
is a 2D photon transport code that solves the Boltzmann
transport equation. The NAS Multi-zone benchmarks are
derived from Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) appli-
cations. BT-MZ is a the Block Tri-diagonal solver, SP-MZ is
the Scalar Penta-diagonal solver, and LU-MZ is the Lower-
Upper Gauss Seidel Solver. We used Class D inputs for NAS,
and for SPhot, the NRuns parameter was set to 16,384.

In addition to these real applications, we added four syn-
thetic benchmarks to our dataset to cover the extreme cases
in the application space. These are (1) Scalable and CPU-
bound (SC), (2) Not Scalable and CPU-bound (NSC), (3)
Scalable and Memory-bound (SM), and (4) Not Scalable and
Memory-bound (NSM). The CPU-bound benchmarks run a
simple spin loop, and the memory-bound benchmarks do
a vector copy in reverse order. Scalability is controlled by
adding communication by using the MPI_Alltoall() func-
tion. We used MVAPICH2 version 1.7 and compiled all
codes with the Intel compiler version 12.1.5. We used the
scatter policy for OpenMP threads.

Figure 2 shows data for application power consumption
for the eight applications running at 64 nodes, 16 cores per
node, and maximum power per node. Each bar represents
the average power consumption per socket (averaged over
128 sockets on 64 nodes) for an application. The minimum
and maximum power consumed per socket by the applica-
tion are denoted with the help of error bars. While all ap-
plications were allocated 115 W per socket, they only used
between 66.1 W (NSC) to 92.6 W (SPMZ) of power (81.0
W on average). On average, this led to a utilization of only
71.4% of the allocated socket power.

2.2 Hardware Overprovisioning
As discussed in Section 1, a cluster is said to be hardware

overprovisioned with respect to power if it has more nodes
than it can simultaneously fully power. Such a cluster can
be essentially “reconfigured” on a per-application basis, de-
pending on the memory-boundedness and scalability char-
acteristics of the application. .

The benefits of overprovisioning rely on determining a
configuration, (n × c, p) that leads to the best performance
under a power bound, where n is the number of nodes, c is
the number of cores per node, and p is the power per socket.
Note that this assumes that applications are somewhat flex-
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Figure 3: Hardware Overprovisioning Results

ible in terms of the number of nodes and/or the number of
cores per node on which they can run on (moldable).

We emulated overprovisioning by enforcing socket-level
power caps with Intel’s RAPL technology. The minimum
RAPL socket power cap that could be enforced on our ar-
chitecture was 51 W, and maximum power cap was 115 W.
We ran our applications with five package power values —
51 W, 65 W, 80 W, 95 W, and 115 W. We gathered data for
each configuration ranging from 8 to 64 nodes as well as 8
to 16 cores per node in increments of four and two for each
application respectively. Turbo Boost was disabled when
the power caps were enforced, except for the 115 W power
bound, in which Turbo Boost was enabled (as this is the
maximum socket power possible). The highest non-Turbo
frequency was 2.6 GHz, and the highest Turbo frequency
was 3.3 GHz.

The maximum global power bound for our cluster was
64× 2× 115 W , which is 14,720 W. In order to analyze var-
ious degrees of overprovisioning, we chose five global power
bounds for our study — 6,500 W, 8,000 W, 10,000 W, 12,000
W and 14,720 W. These were determined by the product of
(1) the number of nodes and (2) the minimum and maximum
package power caps possible per socket (51 W and 115 W).

Note that the worst-case provisioned configuration is (nmax×
16, 115), where nmax is the maximum number of nodes one
can run at peak power without exceeding the power bound.
This utilizes all the cores on a node (16 nodes) and runs as
many nodes as possible at the maximum power level (115
W per socket).

We measured execution time and total power consumed
for each of the benchmarks in the configuration space dis-
cussed earlier. Figure 3 shows results of overprovisioning
when compared to worst-case provisioning for four HPC
benchmarks. For our dataset, we saw a maximum improve-
ment of 34.2%, and an average improvement of 11.4% in
performance compared to worst-case provisioning. Previous
results on a 32-node cluster have indicated that application
performance can improve by up to 62% [32,36].

3. POWER-AWARE SCHEDULING
In this section, we first discuss HPC scheduling basics and

backfilling. We then discuss the design challenges for RMAP
and present the details of the three scheduling policies we
evaluate within RMAP .

3.1 Basics
At HPC installations, users typically submit jobs by spec-

ifying a node count and an estimated runtime. The job
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executes when the resource manager acquires the specified
number of nodes, and the estimated runtime is used to set
a deadline (tdeadline) for the job. If the job exceeds this
deadline, it is killed. Depending on the job-size, most HPC
users are required to use specific partitions. For example,
on most high-end clusters, there is a small partition specif-
ically targeted for small-sized jobs or for debugging, and a
general-purpose batch partition for medium and large-sized
jobs. Figure 4 shows the running and pending jobs on Vul-
can, and the number of requested nodes by users on Vulcan
averaged over a 24 hours. We observe that there are several
medium and large-sized jobs.

Resource requests are maintained in a job queue, and users
are allocated a set of dedicated nodes based on a scheduling
policy set by the system administrator. One such policy is
First-Come First-Serve (FCFS), which services jobs strictly
in the order that they arrive. FCFS tends to cause a con-
voy effect when a job requesting more resources (large node
count) ends up blocking several other smaller jobs. Policies
that do not dedicate nodes to jobs, such as gang scheduling
[4, 15, 39], are not considered to be a feasible options in su-
percomputing. This is because memory demands for HPC
applications are typically quite high—which leads to large
paging costs1. With gang scheduling, jobs can time-share
nodes in a coordinated manner. While this may improve
utilization and overall job turnaround time in some cases, it
is not considered to be a feasible option in supercomputing
due to the high context-switching and paging costs involved.

3.2 Backfilling
Backfilling [24,29,30,41] addresses the convoy effect present

in algorithms such as FCFS by executing smaller jobs out
of order on idle nodes and by improving utilization—in turn
reducing the overall average turnaround time. There are two
variants of backfilling: easy and conservative. Easy backfill-
ing allows short jobs to move ahead and execute out of order
as long as they do not delay the first queued job. Conserva-
tive backfilling, on the other hand, only lets short jobs move
ahead if they do not delay any queued job. Easy backfilling
performs better for most HPC workloads [30].

Backfilling is usually implemented as a greedy algorithm
and picks the first fit from the job queue. The first-fit
might not always be the best-fit, and a job further down
the job queue may better fit the available hole being back-
filled. Finding the best-fit involves scanning the entire job
queue, which increases the job scheduling overhead signifi-
cantly [40].

3.3 Design Challenges
In addition to managing and allocating nodes, power-

aware schedulers strive to (1) enforce job-level power bounds
in a fair manner, (2) optimize individual job performance
under the job-level power bound, (3) minimize the amount
of unused (leftover) power in the system, and (4) optimize
overall system throughput.

For simplicity, we assume that all jobs submitted to the
system have equal priority, use MPI+OpenMP, and are mold-
able (not restrictive in terms of the number of nodes on
which they can be executed). We also assume that the
global power bound on the cluster is Pcluster, and that the
cluster has Ncluster nodes. We derive a power bound for

1In fact, many HPC installations utilize operating systems
that do not page.
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Figure 4: Resource Requests on Vulcan

each job fairly by allocating it a fraction of Pcluster based
on the fraction of Ncluster that it requested. Thus, Pjob =

nreq

Ncluster
× Pcluster.

It is important to note that this allocation for Pjob can be
easily extended to a priority-based system by using weights
(wprio) for the power allocation. Thus, Pjob = wprio ×

nreq

Ncluster
× Pcluster. For example, higher priority jobs could

be allocated more power by using a wprio greater than 1, and
lower priority jobs could be allocated a wprio of less than 1.
We do not address priorities in this paper.

Once we have a job-level power bound, we can optimize
for individual job performance under that power bound. To
do this, we use overprovisioning, as discussed in Section 2.2.

To address the third and the fourth challenges, a scheduler
could (1) dynamically redistribute the unused power to jobs
that are currently executing, or (2) suboptimally schedule
the next job with the unused (available) power and nodes.

Dynamically redistributing power to executing jobs to im-
prove performance can be challenging, mostly because allo-
cating more power per node may result in limited benefits
(see Figure 2). In order to improve performance and to uti-
lize power better, the system may have to change the number
of nodes or the number of cores per node at runtime. How-
ever, varying the node count at runtime (malleability) is not
possible with the current MPI standard. In addition, there
is a data decomposition and migration overhead associated
with dynamically changing the node and core counts of a
job [25].

To address these challenges, we consider the idea of ex-
tending traditional backfilling to a power-aware scenario.
Backfilling attempts to utilize as many nodes as possible
in the cluster by breaking FCFS order. Similarly, our new
approach will attempt to greedily utilize as much global
power as possible by scheduling a job with currently avail-
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able power. In most cases, this will involve trading some
performance benefits that were obtained from overprovision-
ing. The key idea is to schedule a job with less power than
what was requested (derived using fair share) and schedule it
with a suboptimal configuration, and to do so with execution
time guarantees. Power-aware backfilling can adapt to both
extremely power-constrained scenarios as well as scenarios
in which there is too much leftover power. It is important
to note that we do this in addition to normal node-level
backfilling.

Figure 5 shows an example of this. In this example, we as-
sume that Jobs A and B are currently waiting in the queue.
Job A has requested more power than what is currently
available in the system. Traditionally, Job A will have to
wait in the queue until enough power is available. This leads
to wasted power. Instead, our approach is to schedule Job

A immediately with the available amount of power (which is
less than what Job A requested). This may potentially slow
Job A down, but improves the overall turnaround time for
Job A as well as the other jobs in the queue, and utilizes
available power better.

The key idea is to use power-aware backfilling while ad-
hering to the user-specified time deadline for the job. Using
overprovisioning under a job-level power bound will exceed
the user’s performance expectations in most cases (as dis-
cussed previously). However, as there are no hard guaran-
tees, allowing users to trade their job’s execution time for
faster turnaround time (due to shorter wait queue time) is
an added incentive. This allows the user to specify the max-
imum slowdown that their job can tolerate. Our focus is to
primarily trade the benefits obtained from overprovisioning
and utilize all the power to run jobs faster/schedule more
jobs and hence accomplish more science.

Keeping cluster resources utilized (both nodes and power)
via backfilling leads to better average turnaround times for
the jobs, which in turn increases throughput. We thus focus
on minimizing the average turnaround time in this paper.
The policy that we develop is called the Adaptive policy,
and we discuss it in the next section.

3.4 Scheduling Policies
We now discuss the power-aware scheduling policies that

we implemented in RMAP . Each of these policies needs to
obtain job configuration information given a power bound.
The details of how these configurations are determined are
presented in Sections 4 and 5, which discuss the low level

Policy Input Description
to Policy

Traditional (nreq , treq) Pick the packed configuration
(c = 16, p = max = 115W )

Naive (Pjob, treq) Pick the optimal configuration
under the derived job power limit

Adaptive (Pjob, treq , Use power-aware backfilling
thresh) to select a configuration

Table 1: Job scheduling policies. All policies require
that the user provide a number of nodes (nreq) and
maximum job time (treq); for the latter two policies,
(nreq) is turned into the job power bound (Pjob) as
described in the text. Finally, Adaptive accepts an
optional thresh, which is the maximum acceptable
slowdown compared to treq.

implementation details and the model.
Users specify nodes and time as input, along with an op-

tional threshold value for Adaptive. We derive, Pjob, which
is the job-level power bound based on the user input, as
discussed in the previous subsection. This derived job-level
power bound is used as an input to the scheduling policies
described below (see Table 1). All three policies use basic
node-level backfilling.

3.4.1 The Traditional Policy

In this policy, the user is allocated a configuration with
their requested node count that uses all the available cores
on a node at maximum possible power per node. A job
that requests large node counts may exceed the global power
bound of the system. In such a scenario, the Traditional pol-
icy allocates as many nodes (with all cores on the node and
maximum power per node) as it can to the job without ex-
ceeding the system-wide budget (thus, an unfair job-level
power allocation). An alternative option would be to let
users know that this job is not runnable due to power con-
straints.

More formally, let cmax be the maximum number of cores
per socket, pmax the maximum package power per socket,
P(n×c,p) the actual power consumed by the job in the (n× c, p)
configuration, and Pcluster the global power bound on the
cluster. Then, for a job requesting nreq nodes for time treq,
the Traditional policy does the following:

• If P(nreq×cmax,pmax) ≤ Pcluster, allocate the configura-
tion (nreq × cmax, pmax)

• Else, allocate the configuration (nmax × cmax, pmax),
where nmax = max(N),
and N =

{
n : P(n×cmax,pmax) ≤ Pcluster

}
3.4.2 The Naive policy

In this policy, we overprovision with respect to the job-
level power bound. Given the derived job-level power bound,
Pjob ≤ Pcluster, and an estimated runtime, treq, the Naive
policy will allocate a configuration (n × c, p), such that it
leads to the best time tact under that power bound. Hence,
tact = min(T ), where T =

{
t(n×c,p) : P(n×c,p) ≤ Pjob

}
.

It is important to note that if tact > treq, the system will
set the deadline tdeadline for the job to be tact instead of
treq during job launch, so that the job does not get killed
prematurely. This may happen in the scenario where the
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ID Configuration Total Power Time
(n× c, p) (W) (s)

C1 (6 × 16,max = 115) 796.4 447.9
C2 (8 × 12, 65) 783.8 415.3
C3 (8 × 10, 80) 738.2 439.2

Table 2: List of configurations for SP-MZ

user’s performance estimates are inaccurate and cannot be
met with the derived power bound, and the best perfor-
mance level that the Naive policy can give to the job under
the specified power bound Pjob is worse than treq. In the
scenario that tact < treq, tdeadline is not updated until job
termination (if the job terminates sooner). RMAP will kill
the job after tdeadline. The main purpose for treq is to have
a valid deadline in case the job fails or crashes. User studies
suggest that treq is often over-estimated (by up to 20%) [43].

3.4.3 The Adaptive policy

The goal of our Adaptive policy is to allow both (1) users
to receive better turnaround time for their jobs, and (2)
the overall system to greedily minimize the amount of un-
used power and achieve better average turnaround time for
all jobs. Similar to the Naive policy, the inputs are a (de-
rived) job-level power bound and duration. However, the
Adaptive policy considers these values as suggested and uses
power-aware backfilling. It also trades the raw execution
time of the application as specified by the user for poten-
tially shorter turnaround times. The user can also specify an
optional threshold (th), which denotes the percentage slow-
down that the job can tolerate. When th is not specified, it
is assumed to be zero (no slowdown).

The Adaptive policy uses the suggested job-level power
bound to check if the requested amount of power is available
at the current time. If it is, it obtains the best configuration
under this power bound (similar to the Naive policy). If not,
it determines a suboptimal configuration based on currently
available power and the threshold value. The advantage
for the user is that the job wait time may be significantly
reduced. From an administrative point of view, this leads
to better resource utilization (in terms of nodes and overall
power) and better throughput.

More specifically, if Pjob ≤ Pavail, the Adaptive policy
uses the same mechanism as the Naive policy. However,
when Pjob > Pavail, it determines tact = min(T ), where
T =

{
t(n×c,p) : P(n×c,p) ≤ Pavail

}
, and schedules the job

immediately with the configuration (n× c, p) with time tact
as long as tact <= (1+ th)× treq. This helps reduce the wait
time for the job while meeting a performance requirement.
Algorithm 1 gives an overview of this policy.

3.5 Example
As an example, consider SP-MZ from the NAS Multizone

benchmark suite [1]. Some configurations for SP-MZ (Class
C) are listed in Table 2.

We now discuss four scenarios, under the assumption that
750W of power and 10 nodes are currently available in the
cluster and that Job A is currently executing and terminates
in 1000s from the current time. Let us also assume that the
user has requested 6 nodes for 450s, and that based on the
global cluster power bound, this translates to a job-level

power bound of 800W .

3.5.1 Scenario 1, Traditional Policy

In this scenario, RMAP allocates configuration C1 to the
job, and the user has to wait until enough power is available
(until Job A terminates).

3.5.2 Scenario 2, Naive Policy

Here, RMAP allocates configuration C2 to the job. Again,
the user has to wait until Job A terminates and enough
power is available to meet the request.

3.5.3 Scenario 3, Adaptive Policy (unbounded)

In this scenario, RMAP first checks if enough power (800W )
is available in the system. Because there isn’t, it chooses
C3, which is the best configuration given that only 750W of
power is available. Picking C3 reduces the wait time of the
job significantly (by 1000s).

3.5.4 Scenario 4, Adaptive Policy (threshold=0%)

A threshold value of 0% means that the user cannot com-
promise on performance. RMAP determines that C3 does
not violate the performance constraint (450s) and can be
launched immediately with currently available power (750W ).
It is important to distinguish this case from Scenario 2,
which will always pick C2.

In scenarios 1 and 2, 750W of power is unused for 1000s.
Scenarios 3 and 4, on the other hand, utilize power more
efficiently.

4. RMAP IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented RMAP within the widely-used, open

source resource manager for HPC clusters, SLURM [44].
SLURM has been deployed on several of the Top500 [2] su-
percomputers. It provides a standard framework for launch-
ing, managing and monitoring jobs executing on parallel ar-
chitectures. The slurmctld daemon runs on the head node
of a cluster and manages resource allocation. Each compute
node runs the slurmd daemon for launching tasks. Slur-

mdbd, which also runs on the head node, collects account-
ing information with the help of a MySQL interface to the
slurm_acct_db database.

As described earlier, RMAP supports overprovisioning
and implements three power-aware scheduling policies that
adhere to a global, system-wide power budget. We refer to
our extension of SLURM as P-SLURM. RMAP can be im-
plemented with other resource managers in a similar man-
ner.

The key to the three scheduling policies is the ability
to produce execution times for a given configuration un-
der a job-level power bound. Table 3 shows the information
that is required within P-SLURM. We refer to this as the
job_details_table, and we added this table to the existing
slurm_acct_db.

We developed a model to predict the performance and
total power consumed for application configurations in or-
der to populate this table. The details of this model are
presented in Section 5. Furthermore, to understand and
analyze the benefits of having exact application knowledge,
we also included another table within the SLURM database
(with the same schema) that contains an exhaustive set of
empirically measured values (as per the details discussed
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Algorithm 1
Adaptive Policy
Inputs:
(1) Currently available power, Pavail,
(2) Requested power and time, Pjob, treq ,
(3) Threshold value (optional), th, which is the percentage slowdown the job can tolerate,
(4) Information about job power profiles and configurations. More specifically, a way to determine, P(n×c,p), the actual measured power

for the configuration (n× c, p), and the time t(n×c,p) it takes.
Note that th is assumed to be zero percent if it has not been provided as an input.

if Pjob ≤ Pavail then
Use the Naive policy.

else
Determine tact = min(T ), where T =

{
t(n×c,p) : P(n×c,p) ≤ Pavail

}
if tact <= (1 + th) × treq then

Schedule the job (immediately) with the configuration (n× c, p) with time tact
else

Job waits in queue, as it does not meet the slowdown requirements.
end if

end if

Field Description
id Unique Index (Primary)
job_id Application ID
nodes Number of nodes
cores Number of cores per node
pkg_cap_0 PKG Power Cap (Socket 0)
exec_time Execution Time
tot_pkg Total PKG Power

Table 3: Schema for Job Details Table. Values for
exec_time and tot_pkg can be measured or predicted
via our model.

in Section 2). For simplicity, both these tables were pop-
ulated in advance and the scheduler queried the database
for information when making decisions, making the decision
complexity O(1). The model can also be used to generate
values dynamically without needing a database. However,
this may incur a scheduling overhead and call for advanced
space-search algorithm implementations within the sched-
uler (such as hill climbing). We do not address this issue in
this paper.

5. PREDICTING PERFORMANCE AND
POWER

In this section, we discuss the models that RMAP deploys
in its policies. The models predict execution time and total
power consumed for a given configuration (number of nodes,
number of cores per node, and power cap per socket). As
discussed in Section 2, we first collected exhaustive power
and performance information. We ranged the node counts
from 8 to 64, core counts from 8 to 16, and power from
51 W to 115 W. The dataset we built contained 2840 data
points, with 5 different power caps, 15 different node counts,
5 different core counts per node and 8 applications.

We then used 10% of this data for training and obtained
application-specific linear regression parameters that allowed
us to predict application execution time and total package
power consumption at a given configuration. A logarithmic
polynomial regression of degree two was used for this pur-
pose. We limited our power predictions to package power
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Figure 6: Error Quartiles of Regression Model

only as memory power measurements were unavailable on
our cluster.

Next, we validated our models with our previously mea-
sured data. When using only 10% of data for model train-
ing, the average error for execution time is below 10%, and
the maximum error for the same is below 33%. Figure 6
shows the absolute (seconds) and relative (percentage) error
quartiles for all benchmarks when predicting execution time
at arbitrary configurations. For all benchmarks, the third
quartile is under 13.2% with the median below 7.7%.

Figure 7 shows the detailed error histograms for both per-
formance and power across the entire dataset (2840 points).
The x-axes on both graphs represent the error bins, and
the y-axes represent the frequencies. Regions with over-
predicted and under-predicted values have been identified.
It is important to note that if we over-predict the power
consumed by a job, we may block the next job in the queue
due to lack of enough power. On the other hand, under-
predicting the power may lead to a situation where we ex-
ceed the cluster-level power bound (worst-case scenario). In
our model, for 96% of our data, the under-prediction for
power was no more than 10%, and the worst case was un-
der 15%. This issue can be addressed by giving RMAP a
conservative cluster-level power bound that is 15% less than
the actual power bound, or by relying on the fact that most
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supercomputing facilities are designed to tolerate these kind
of surges [3].

6. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
To set up our simulation experiments for RMAP , we popu-

late the job_details_table with application configuration
information, as discussed in Section 4. In all our experi-
ments, we assume the same architecture as Cab. We con-
sider a homogeneous cluster with 64 nodes and global power
bounds ranging from 6,500 W to 14,000 W, based on the
product of the number of nodes and the minimum and max-
imum package power caps that can be applied to each socket
(51 W and 115 W). Each node has two 8-core sockets.

We generate job traces from a random selection of our
recorded configuration data as inputs for the simulator. Each
trace has 30 jobs to ensure a reasonable simulation time.
The total simulation time with all traces, power bounds,
node counts and policies was about 3 days (approximately
30 minutes for each trace).

We use a Poisson process to simulate job arrival [14, 15].
Job arrival rate is sparse on purpose (to make queue times
short in general), so we can be conservative in the improve-
ments that we report with Adaptive. We select the following
types of job traces to evaluate our scheduling policies.

• Traces with small-sized and large-sized jobs: To iden-
tify scenarios where one power-aware scheduling policy
may be preferred over another, we create trace files
with small-sized and large-sized jobs. Users are al-
lowed to request up to 24 nodes in the former, and
have to request at least 40 nodes for the latter.

• Random traces: For completeness, we also generate
two random job traces. Users were allowed to request
up to 64 nodes for these traces. We refer to these
traces as Random Trace 1 and Random Trace 2. The
two traces differ in the job arrival pattern as well as
job resource (node count) requests, thus exhibiting dif-
ferent characteristics. While both traces were created
using the same number of jobs and arrival rate param-
eter, Random Trace 1 has many of the jobs arrive early
in the trace, whereas arrival times are more uniform in
Random Trace 2.

7. RMAP RESULTS
In this section, we discuss our results and evaluate our

scheduling policies on a Sandy Bridge cluster (which was de-
scribed in Section 2) that we simulated with P-SLURM. In

our experiments, we assume that all jobs have equal priority.
For fairness and ease of comparison, in each experiment we
assume that all users can tolerate the same amount of slow-
down (threshold value for the Adaptive policy). Note that
for readability, the graphs are not centered at the origin.

All figures in this section compare the Traditional and
the Naive policies to the Adaptive policy when the global,
cluster-level power bound is varied across the cluster. The
x-axis is the global power limit enforced on the cluster (6,500
W–14,000 W), normalized to the worst-case provisioned power
(in this case, that equals 64 × 115 W × 2, which is 14,720
W). The y-axis represents the average turnaround time for
the queue, normalized to the average turnaround time of the
Traditional policy (lower is better). The Traditional policy
mimics worst-case provisioning. Recall that this allocates
per-job power in an unfair manner and always uses Turbo
Boost, unlike the other two policies, which are fair-share
and use power capping. Also, all three policies have O(1)
scheduling decision complexity, so we do not compare them
against each other for scheduling overhead.

We start by evaluating the model discussed in Section 5
when applied to RMAP and its policies. Then, we compare
and analyze the three policies by applying them to different
traces at several global power bounds. We then analyze two
traces in detail; more specifically to discuss how altruistic
behavior on part of the user can improve turnaround time,
and how the Adaptive policy can improve system power uti-
lization.

7.1 Model Evaluation Results within RMAP
In this section, we compare the impact of using our model

for predicting application configuration performance and power
within RMAP . Figure 8 compares the average turnaround
time for the first random job trace at 5 different power caps.
Both configuration performance as well as total power con-
sumed is being predicted for each job in the trace. The
former is used for determining execution time, and the lat-
ter is used to determine available power. We observe that
for Traditional and Adaptive, our model is accurate (always
under 10.1%, and 3.9% on average across the two policies).
We observe similar results on the other traces.

While performance prediction introduces error and affects
overall turnaround times, we observe that the errors intro-
duced by over-prediction of the total power consumed by a
configuration propagates and impacts the turnaround time
more. This is because scheduling as well as backfilling deci-
sions can be significantly affected when they depend on avail-
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Figure 8: Model Results on the Random Trace

able power. For example, at a lower cluster power bound,
if we over-predict the power consumed by a small amount
(even 3%), we might not be able to schedule the next job or
backfill a job further down in the queue, resulting in added
wait times for all queued jobs. This is especially true for
Naive at lower global power bounds.

In the subsections that follow, we take a conservative view
on Adaptive and establish the minimum improvements that
our algorithm can provide. We accomplish this by using
oracle information for the Traditional and Naive policies,
which are our baselines, and by using the model for the
Adaptive policy.

7.2 Analyzing Scheduling Policies
In this subsection, we compare and analyze the power-

aware scheduling policies within RMAP on the four different
traces at various global power bounds.

7.2.1 Trace with Large-sized Jobs
Each job in this trace file requests at least 40 nodes. For

all enforced global power bounds, the Adaptive policy leads
to faster turnaround times than the Traditional and Naive
policies, primarily because it fairly shares power and uses
power-aware backfilling to decrease job wait times. Fig-
ure 9 shows that the Adaptive policy with a threshold of
0% improves the turnaround time by 21.7% when compared
to the Naive policy and by 14.3% when compared to the
Traditional policy on average (up to 47.3% and 24.6%, re-
spectively). Adaptive policy with a threshold of 10% further
improves the overall turnaround time by 16.1% on average
when compared to the Traditional policy.

At lower global power bounds, the Traditional policy se-
rializes the jobs, leading to longer wait times and larger
turnaround times. The Naive policy always allocates the
optimal configuration under the user-specified power bound,
and this may lead to longer wait times if the best configu-

ration uses a large number of nodes.

7.2.2 Trace with Small-sized Jobs
Figure 10 depicts the results for small-sized jobs and com-

pares all three policies. Each job in this trace file requests
a maximum of 24 nodes. For small-sized jobs, the average
turnaround time of the Traditional policy is significantly
better than that of the Adaptive policy. This is because
original wait times for small jobs are fairly short, leaving
limited opportunity for the Adaptive policy to backfill for
power. Additional improvement is a result of running the
jobs at a higher frequency in Turbo mode (3.0 GHz with
Turbo on 16 cores, 2.6 GHz otherwise) due to smaller power
requirements. When using power-aware policies, the small-
sized jobs can be run on a small, but separate partition
(such as pSmall) with the Traditional policy if needed, as
discussed in Section 3.

For the small-sized job trace, the Adaptive policy with a
threshold of 0% leads to 16.6% worse average turnaround
time (21.1% maximum degradation in average turnaround
time) when compared to the Traditional policy. The Adap-
tive policy with a threshold of 10% depicts similar results.
At the highest power bound though, the Traditional policy
fails to adapt and the Adaptive policy improves the overall
turnaround time by 17.1%.

7.2.3 Random Traces
Figure 8 (from the previous subsection) compares the three

policies. For both the random traces, the Adaptive policy
with a threshold of 0% does 18.52% better than the Tradi-
tional policy and 36.07% better than the Naive policy on
average (up to 31.2% and 53.8%, respectively).

In some scenarios, the policies lead to larger turnaround
times at higher global power bounds. An example of this is
the Naive policy at 10,000 W (corresponding to value of 0.68,
when normalized, in Figure 8). This happens because of two
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reasons. One, this policy strives to optimize individual job
performance, so it sometimes chooses configurations with
large node counts under the power bound for minor gains in
performance (less than 1% improvement in execution time).
This leads to other jobs in the queue incurring longer wait
times and increased serialization of jobs. The other reason
for this trend is aggressive and inefficient backfilling (picking
the first-fit instead of the best-fit).

Figure 11 (page 9) depicts the impact of varying thresh-
old values on the Adaptive policy for the large-sized and
the random traces. The Adaptive policy is compared to the
baseline Naive policy (which does not support thresholding).
Threshold values that tolerate a slowdown of 0% to 30% in
application performance are shown. For large jobs, thresh-
olding helps the user improve the turnaround time for their
job by greatly decreasing queue time. However, when there
is not enough queue time to trade for, as in the case of ex-
tremely small-sized jobs, it is expected that adding a thresh-
old will lead to larger turnaround times. The random traces
shown here have a mix of small-sized and large-sized jobs.
For all our traces, the Adaptive policies with thresholding
up to 30% either improve the overall turnaround time (by
up to 4%) or maintain the same turnaround time when com-
pared to the Adaptive policy with a threshold of 0%. The
unbounded Adaptive policy, which assumes that the job can
be slowed down indefinitely, is also shown for comparison,
and this leads to worse turnaround times.

For the large trace, Adaptive with a 0% threshold does
33.8% better on average than the unbounded Adaptive. Slow-
ing down by 10% to 30% improves the average turnaround
time by 2.1% on average (up to 4%) when compared to Adap-
tive with 0% thresholding. For the other three traces, the
improvement obtained by slowing down the jobs is under
2.6% on average when compared to Adaptive with a thresh-
old of 0%, and this depends on the power bound as well as
the job mix. It is important to note that each data point
in these graphs represents the average across all jobs in the
trace at a particular global power bound. We analyze per-
job performance for a single trace at a fixed global power
bound in the next subsection.

7.3 Analyzing Altruistic User Behaviour
We now present detailed results on the large-sized job

trace in a power-constrained scenario, where only 6,500 W of
cluster-level power is available (50% of worst-case provision-
ing). We pick this scenario because most important jobs
in a high-end cluster typically have medium-to-large node
requirements. Recall that each job is requesting at least
40 nodes, so all these jobs are allocated the entire 6,500
W (Pcluster) with the Traditional policy, leading to unfair
power allocation, sequential schedules and no opportunity
for backfilling; the scheduler runs out of power even when
enough nodes are available. The trace contains 30 jobs and
is a dynamic queue.

Figure 12 shows individual job turnaround time for the
Traditional policy, and for the Adaptive policy with 0% and
20% thresholding. The absolute values of average turnaround
times for the job trace for all the policies are shown in Table
4. We limit the graph to the main policies we focus on.

Allocating power fairly with the Adaptive policy with a
threshold of 0% leads to better turnaround times for most
users (17 out of 30), even when they choose to not be altru-
istic. The average turnaround time improved by 7.1% for

Policy Average Turnaround Time (s)
Traditional 684
Naive 990
Adaptive, 0% 636
Adaptive, 10% 613
Adaptive, 20% 536
Adaptive, 30% 536

Table 4: Average Turnaround Times

the job queue when compared to the Traditional policy in
this case. For the Adaptive policy with 10% and 20% thresh-
olding, 18 and 22 jobs resulted in better turnaround times
respectively, improving the average turnaround time of the
job queue by 10.5% and 21.1% when compared to the Tra-
ditional policy. This demonstrates the benefits of altruistic
behavior.

Altruistic users also get better turnaround times when
compared to the Adaptive policy with a threshold of 0%.
For example, when the threshold was set to 20%, 13 users
got better turnaround times (up to 57.7% better, for job 30;
and 12.8% on average) than what they did with a threshold
of 0%. 14 users had the same turnaround time, and for 3
users, the turnaround times increased slightly (by less than
1.9%). The average turnaround time for the queue improved
by 21.1%, as discussed previously. These benefits come from
power-aware backfilling as well as hardware overprovision-
ing.

Figure 13 shows the breakdown of queue time, execution
time, and allocated power for the jobs. The fair-share de-
rived job-level power bound for the Traditional policy has
also been shown.

In some cases, such as for the first 5 jobs in the queue, the
turnaround times with the Adaptive policy increased when
compared to the Traditional policy. There are several rea-
sons for this increase. One, all the jobs were allocated sig-
nificantly more power with the Traditional policy (because
there was no fair-share derived power bound, resulting in
allocating the entire power budget to most jobs) and exe-
cuted with Turbo Boost enabled (as no power capping was
enforced), resulting in better execution times compared to
the other policies. Also, depending on when a job arrived,
it may have had zero wait time with the Traditional pol-
icy. In such a case, when the execution time increases, the
turnaround time increases as well, because there is no wait
time to trade. Despite these issues, the Adaptive policy with
0% thresholding improved the turnaround times for 17 out
of 30 jobs, which shows the benefits of fair sharing. For this
example, the utilization of system power by both the Tradi-
tional and Adaptive policies was fairly high and there was
not much leftover power, mostly because this was a tight
global power bound (50% of peak) and the jobs were large-
sized.

7.4 Power Utilization
We now analyze the Random Trace 2 in detail in a sce-

nario at 14,000 W, when the global power bound is 95% of
peak power. We show that the Adaptive policy, even with
a 0% threshold, improves system power utilization. Again,
we take the conservative view by looking at a sparse job ar-
rival rate in our dynamic job queue (short queue times in
general), so we can test the limits of our Adaptive policy.
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Figure 11: The Adaptive policy with varying thresholds, Large and Random Traces

With a sparse arrival rate, we expect significant amount of
wasted power in this scenario.

Figure 14 shows a relative timeline for the random trace
with current system power data being reported when each
job is scheduled (30 data points) for both the Traditional
policy and the Adaptive policy with 0% thresholding. The
job arrivals are marked at the bottom with points (blue).
The dotted (red) line represents the Adaptive policy with
0% thresholding. As can be observed from the graph, the
Adaptive policy allocates more power (resulting in better
utilization), even when there are limited jobs to backfill. The
exceptions occur when the Adaptive policy runs out of jobs
to schedule, while the Traditional policy is still scheduling
pending jobs (higher wait times).

This can be verified from Figure 15, which shows the
corresponding per-job queue times, allocated power, and
turnaround times for the Traditional policy, and for the
Adaptive policy with 0% and 20% thresholding. The de-
rived fair-share, job-level power bounds have been shown as
well, which apply only to the Adaptive policy. The Adap-
tive policy cannot exceed the per-job power bound. The
Traditional policy has job-level power allocation of 5% more
power than that of the Adaptive policy in this scenario, as
we are looking at 95% of peak power as the cluster power
bound (14,000 W).

For this trace, 14 of the 30 jobs did not have to wait in
the queue at all (even with the Traditional policy). Even
when there was no wait time to trade, the Adaptive policy
improved the turnaround time for 28 of these 30 jobs (except
Jobs 6 and 10). It tried to utilize all the power without
exceeding the job-level power bound to improve application

performance. The average improvement in turnaround time
was 13%, and for 8 jobs in the trace this was by more than
2x. The Traditional policy fails to utilize the power well,
and leads to larger turnaround times.

Another observation here is that at higher global power
bounds, as in this example, benefits of the Adaptive pol-
icy with thresholding (see Adaptive, 20% for example) are
limited. This is expected as the system is not significantly
constrained on power anymore.

7.5 Summary
Our results have yielded three interesting lessons for power-

aware scheduling. First, our encouraging results with the
Adaptive policy show that jobs can significantly shorten their
turnaround time with power-aware backfilling and hardware
overprovisioning. In addition, by being altruistic, most users
will benefit further in terms of turnaround time.

Second, naive overprovisioning, as implemented by the
Naive policy, can lead to significantly worse turnaround
times than the non fair-share policy (Traditional) for some
job traces. An example of this was shown in the random job
trace in Figure 8. Careful thought must be put into power-
aware scheduling, or average turnaround time may actually
increase.

Third, the node count requests made by jobs determine
the best scheduling policy. The Adaptive policy is aimed
at the most important jobs in a high-end cluster, which are
those jobs that request the more resources. If most jobs are
small, a simpler scheme such as the Traditional policy is
often superior.
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8. RELATED WORK
Job scheduling for parallel systems with a focus on back-

filling algorithms has been studied widely [6, 16, 19, 20, 24,
29, 30, 40–43]. These studies have examined the advantages
and limitations of various backfilling algorithms (conserva-
tive versus easy backfilling, lookahead-based backfilling, and
selective reservation strategies). Early research in the do-
main of power-aware and energy-efficient resource managers
for clusters involved identifying periods of low activity and
powering down nodes when the workload could be served by
fewer nodes from the cluster [28, 34]. The disadvantage of
such schemes was that bringing nodes back up had a signif-
icant overhead. This was overcome by using DVFS-based
algorithms [7–12, 31]. Fan et al. [12] looked at power pro-
visioning strategies in data centers. They analyzed power
usage characteristics of large collections of servers and pro-
posed a DVFS-based algorithm to reduce energy consump-
tion when CPU utilization is low.

While most of this work identified opportunities for using
power efficiently and reducing energy consumption, Etinski
et al. [8–11] were the first to look at bounded slowdown of
individual jobs and job scheduling under a power budget in
the HPC domain. They proposed three DVFS-based poli-
cies: Utilization-driven Power-Aware Scheduling (UPAS),
Power-Budget Guided (PB-guided), and a Linear Program-
ming based policy called MaxJobPerf. The UPAS policy as-
signs a CPU frequency to the job prior to its launch depend-
ing on current system utilization. The PB-guided policy
predicts job-level power consumption while meeting a spec-
ified bounded slowdown condition. The MaxJobPerf policy
extends the PB-guided policy to use a reservation condition.
Their MaxJobPerf policy does better than their other poli-
cies due to decreased wait times. They do not consider ap-
plication configurations and do not analyze overprovisioned
systems. Zhou et al. [45] explored knapsack based schedul-
ing algorithms with a focus on saving energy on BG/Q archi-
tectures. Zhang et al. further improved this work by using
power capping and using leftover power to bring up more
nodes when possible. They also explored policies similar to
Etinski et al. while using power capping.

Very recently, SLURM developers have looked at adding
support for energy and power accounting [22]. However, this
work doesn’t discuss any new scheduling policies. Bodas et
al. [5] explored a policy with dynamic power monitoring to
schedule more jobs with stranded power. This work, how-
ever has several limitations – the job queue is static and com-
prises of three jobs, application performance is not clearly
quantified, and overall job turnaround times are not dis-
cussed. In addition, some of the results depend on the user
specifying a frequency of operation for their job and the
overhead of dynamic monitoring has not been explored. Sa-
rood et al. [37, 38] developed a policy based on integer lin-
ear programming for resource management under a power
bound for overprovisioned systems for strongly-scaled appli-
cations. This work assumes a specific programming interface
with malleability and focuses on maximizing power aware
speedup for applications. Our work, on the other hand,
applies to general HPC applications, and improves system
power utilization and overall job turnaround times. In addi-
tion, RMAP has significantly less scheduling overhead and
derives job-level power bounds in a fair manner.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we discussed RMAP , a power-aware re-
source manager for hardware overprovisioned systems. We
designed and implemented three batch scheduling algorithms
within RMAP using the SLURM scheduler, the best of which
is the Adaptive policy. The Adaptive policy improves the av-
erage turnaround time by up to 18.52% when compared to a
naive algorithm that uses worst-case power provisioning in
addition to increasing system power utilization.

We are currently working on extending RMAP . One direc-
tion, is to look deeper into existing job queues and analyze
them dynamically to determine which scheduling policy will
best apply to a set of upcoming jobs. We will also work to-
wards handling different user priorities; this is essential for
a full-fledged batch scheduler at an HPC installation. Fi-
nally, we will look to integrate our work into realistic next-
generation resource managers that are ongoing at multiple
sites that support real HPC users.
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